Informazione fine Mail

Any opinion or statement presented in this message is to be considered the author's own and does
not necessarily represent the position of CERAMVETRO GOLD SRL. The box from which you received
this message is not the sender's personal mailbox but a CERAMVETRO GOLD SRL company box
whose contents are available to CERAMVETRO GOLD SRL and therefore should not be used for
personal communications.
The optional and voluntary sending of electronic mail to the address indicated in this document,
involves the subsequent acquisition of the sender's address, as well as any other personal data
included in the message. We therefore invite you to enter only company data. If you necessarily
have to provide us with personal data, you will have to inform the natural persons holding these
data that they could be processed by our Company. Before processing them, we will provide you
with an information pursuant to art. 13 of EU Regulation 679/2016 on "protection of individuals
with regard to the processing of personal data" (General Data Protection Regulation - GDPR).
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE: Please note that the information contained in this message and any
attachments are confidential and confidential and for the exclusive use of the recipient.
Those who receive this message are required to check whether they received it by mistake. In this
case, we invite you to stop reading and delete every print and every IT track without copying it or
forwarding it to third parties; We also remind you that if personal information is contained in the
message, any processing pursuant to art. 6 of the GDPR.
Any unauthorized use of the content of this message constitutes a violation of the obligation not to
take cognizance of the correspondence between other subjects (artt.616 and ss of the Criminal
Code) except for a more serious offense, and exposes the person responsible to its consequences.
Furthermore, we kindly ask you to give timely notice to the sender.
Thank you.
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